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Characterization of Deflagrating
Munitions by Rotating Prism High

Speed Photography

1. Introduction

An understanding of the consequences of a deflagrating munition will
contribute to the assessment of the safety hazard associated with munition
transport, storage and disposal.

Mass detonation of ordnance during storage and transport can lead to an
enormous loss of life, equipment and facilities. The hazard emanates from a
single reacting munition causing detonation of nearby rounds. Original reaction
may be caused by a number of stimuli including cookoff, bullet/fragment
impact, shaped charge jet strike or electrostatic discharge. Evidence presented

by Frev et al. I[I and Stosz 121 has shown that mass detonation can result from
reactions other than the shocks generated by detonating rounds and Frey and
Trimble 131 have demonstrated that some non-detonative reactions can
propagate through solid explosives fillings at up to 2.5 km/s in experimental
steel, tubular assemblies. Such reaction rates are subsonic and therefore not
shocks but may produce the most hazardous effects (fragmentation/
overpressure/adjacent shell projection) next to those produced by a detonation.
Thus these reactions may be considered candidates in escalating a non-
detonative reaction into a mass detonation. The first step in investigating this
proposition is the production and characterization of a controlled deflagration
in a munition. We have recently developed a technique that fulfils this role [4].
The method produces a predetermined reaction rate in an explosive filled
munition that covers the 2 to 3 km/s range without a transition to detonation
occurring-

Characterization of a deflagration also has application in Explosives Ordnance
Disposal (EOD), since the aim of some EOD techniques is to burn out the filling
leaving the case mainly intact. Ideally this type of event presents no
fragmentation and overpressure hazard with important environmental and
safeLey benefits. However, experience has shown that some of these techniques
can lead to a rapid deflagration fragmenting the case. For example, our results
in applying the Mk 2 Mod I Point Focal EOD charge [51 to 105 mm and
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155 mm shell have produced violent deflagrations [6]. Thus identification of
the features of the deflagrating munition will assist in defining the safety
requirements of EOD iechniques where a violent deflagration may occur as an
unwanted result.

This report describes how rotating prism high speed photography can be
applied to determine the characteristics of a munition undergoing a rapid,
controlled deflagration in field experiments. The results from a study of
Composition B filled 105 mm shell are used to illustrate the technique.

2. Technique for Producing Controlled
Deflagrating Munitions

The set-up for producing a controlled deflagration of a Composition B filled
105 mm HE shel! is shown in Figure 1. In the test the jet was fired through the
base of the munition. The MRL 38 mm diameter shaped charge was used in
the tests since there is a considerable data base of its effect on munition fillings

[7,81. This shaped charge contains a conventional copper liner with a 420 apex
angle. In all tests a witness block was placed under the nose to check that a
deflagration was achieved i.e. no indentation is produced by the event. A baffle
was incorporated into the assembly to prevent reaction products from the
shaped charge from obscuring the image of the shell.

The technique for producing the controlled deflagration of the munition
consists of firing the shaped charge jet along the axis of the shell with a velocity
below the threshold to produce detonation of the filling. In this way the
reaction produced in and behind the bow wave formed in front of the
penetrating jet sweeps through the length of the filling leaving no unreacted
bulk explosive for a deflagration to detonation transition. Thus it is assumed
that the deflagration rate, Ur, is equal to the bow wave velocity Ub. This is
supported by flash radiography observations [7,8]. Detonation does not result
directly from the bow wave since the pressure-time profile is subcritical.
Criteria for the jet initiation of explosive fillings have been discussed in detail
elsewhere 17,81.

The jet penetration velocity through the filling is varied by adjusting the
thickness of steel interposed between the baffle and the base of the shell. The
selected thickness is based on the requirement to erode a sufficient portion of
the front of the jet so that the velocity of the tip that enters the filling is at the
predetermined value. The method of calculating the thickness of the added
steel, x, is described in detail in reference 4 and is summarized below.

8
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Figure 1: Experimental set-up for the controlled deflagration of a 705 mm shell.
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Production of the required deflagration rate of 2.5 km/s assumes that the bow
wave velocity is equal to the mean jet penetration velocity in the explosive, Up.
Thus,

U , U = 2.5 km/s (1)

and from classical penetration theory [91

V = U• (1 -f ) (2)

where V, is the jet velocity and y the square root of the ratio of the target and jet
densities. In this case the target is Composition B with a density of 1.65 Mg/m'
and the jet is copper with a density of 8.9 Mg/mi; this gives a y value of 0.430.
Thus application of the Dipersio/Simon equation 110) allows back calculation of
the jet velocity at the shell case/explosive filling interface, V,'. i.e.

V = v * T -S (3)

where s is the standoff from the shaped charge virtual origin [11,121 to the shell
case/explosive filling interface and t is the length of the explosive penetrated
by the jet. For the system under study T = 128 mm and s = (119.5 + x) mim,
where x is the thickness of added steel. Thus (3) gives V' in terms of x.

The value of V' is also determined from the jet tip velocity, V, and the total
thickness of steel penetrated, t', by the jet in reaching the filling using a
modified form of equation (3);

vP- v (4)

where s' is the distance from the virtual origin to the top of the baffle base plate
and p is the penetration depth in the steel barrier produced by the cumulative
length of the particles which form the constant velocity section at the front of
the jet from the 38 mm diameter shaped charge [13]. For these tests p =

10.7 mm for steel, V, has been measured at 7.4 km/s, s' = 96 mim,
"T' = (23.5 + x) mm and the density of the steel baffle and shell case was taken as
7.85 Mg/rm3 giving a value for y of 0.938.

Thus equating (3) and (4) gives x as the only unknown. For the 105 mm shell
under study x was calculated to be 65 mm of steel to give a mean jet
penetration velocity and, therefore deflagration rate, of 2.5 km/s.
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3. Experimental Details

3.1 Camera

A Redlake (orporation I lycam tC2004E rotating prism camera was used to
photograph all events. This camera has been extensively modified to suit the
conditions encountered in MRL field experiments. These modifications include
a remote control facility and on board timing light and event mark generators

1141. The camera was fitted with a quarter frame optical head. This splits each
normal 16 mm frame into four, allowing framing rates up to four times that
available with a full frame optical head at the expense of frame height. Since
one shell was being photographed, the subject suited the modified format when
the camera was rotated so that the long axis of the frame was parallel with the
ax is of tht -'hell. A 1 10 -hutter was fitt&,_1 to the optkall head to redu,.e lmLtotiOll

blur At the framing rates used n the study the exposure tillme per fraim- was
appox matclv 2 7 i,,,

3.2 Lens

I hit, lens u-ed %wa- a laku nlai r in) m1 4. ,. This wascoupled with a Komura
2\ t-tI-cornvertcr to givc all effective 100 nillml F[) lens. I each case telt, e:IS al
useýd at a11 ettectiLe :p,1Certie of [t li: . ,les comLbinlation allowed the camera

to he placid at st fiiH tti it-t .I d tinci-0 fri the charge to red uce the risk of it being

hit by a tragment

3.3 Camera Protection

The camera wa.s sited approxinlatlv I 100 Il from the charge in an aluminiunm
protection box. Fhe end of the box facing the charge was made from steel, with
a viewing window niade from 25 nini thick laminated glass. [he box was
designed to allow the camera to be mounted on its side, and a lightweight steel
stand was used to raise the box so that the lens axis was 1.5 in above the
ground to ensure an unimpeded view of the subject.

3.4 Framing Rate

The camera wvas powered by a 35 kVA generator situated approximately 75 m
from the camera. Previous experience had shown that the voltage drop along
the power supply cable prevented high framing rates from being achieved with
30 m film loads. To provide more film for acceleration, and therefore the
attainment of higher framing rates, 120 m long film loads were used. The
maximum framing rate quoted by Redlake Corporation for a Hycam K2000E
camera fitted with a quarter frame head is 44,000 frame/s. Under our field
conditions, framing rates of between 35,000 and 40,000 frame/s were achieved.

11



3.5 Light Source

To achieve sufficient exposure at the required high framing rates an
inexpensive, expendable light source was provided by an array of Class S flash
bulbs back illuminating the subject to provide a silhouette image. Initially shell
were illuminated with three Sylvania No. 3 flash bulbs in a vertical line. In
later experiments six Sylvania No 3 flash bulbs were used in two lines of three.

The light from the flash bulbs was diffused in two stages to provide even
back illumination of the subject. A layer of Roscomat plastic diffusing material
was placed 150 mm in front of the flash bulbs and a layer of white tracing
paper was placed 150 mm in fro.at of the Roscomat. The whole light source
was asembled in a prefabricated stand to aid set-up and alignment. The
charge and light source arrangement is shown in Figure 2.

EBW detonator
Probe

rt@ o� Light dtfusion - Steel baffle

ash tIDis screens

nI Shaped charge

- 4 ,,-1-.., -1. - . ndoff tuoe

-- Added steel

Hycam

10 iOr-nrnshell

_____ ... 7 - bteel witness

.I- " ..... block i

dStand

Stand

Figure 2: Li.ght source. subic:t and camera alignment.
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3.6 Filn and Processing

Kodak Tri-X Reversal film, emulsion number 7278, was used for all ha Is. TLiis
was processed as a negative in Kodak D-19 developer for 4.5 min at 300C( This
film/developer combination gives a film speed of approximately 160 ASA. The
light sr'irce, framing rate, shutter factor and lens aperture were selected to give
suitable image density with this film speed. Processed films were measured on
a Vanguard Instruments motion analyser.

3.7 Firing Sequence

Exploding Bridge Wire (EBW) detonators were used to initiate each shaped
charge. To ensue that the camera reached operating speed before the
detonator was fired, the evnt switch of the camera was used to trigger the
"vent sequence. The event switch was set to close when 30 m of film remained
on the supply spool. This triggered a delayed pulse generator (DPG) which
was used to sequence the remaining steps.

The r terence time (F.,) output of the DPG was used to trigger an MRL
-..esig,)id tiash bulb firing unit 1-15- This is a three channel device, with each
channel capable of firing several flash bulbs. Each vertical line of flash bulbs
was fired by one flash bulb firing unit channel.

After allowin:- 17 mis for ihe flash bulbs to reach peak intensity, the DPG
triggered an MRL designed EBW firing unit which fired the detonator. A
,chej'atic of the wiring is shown in Figure 3.

imultaneous with the EBW firing unit trigger, the DPG was used to trigger
the camera', or board event mark generator. This uses an LED to expose a
rctcrence' mark on the edge of the film to give a temporal reference for future
.aWv: i, A. the' IED is physically separate from the film gate, the reference
mark lag, behind the image by five full 16 mm frames (20 quarter frames).

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Characteristics of a Deflagrating Munition

The tee hnique has been applied to study the deflagration of Composition B
tilled 105 mm shell and 81 mm mortar; these were selected as representative
thick and thin skinned munitions respectively. Our results from the study on
10d mm shell ,re used to illustrate the deflagration characteristics of the round
although the 81 mm - ortar exhibited similar behaviour. Full details of the
stud, using both these munitions and the effects of the deflagration process as
a likely source of a mass detonation hazard are presented in references 16 and
17.

13



Light Source

Charge

Camera Event Circuit
Remote Control

CameraPower Supply
DPG = Delayed Pulse Generator

EBWFCU Exploding Bridge Wire Firing Control Unit
EBWFU Exploding Bridge Wire Firing Unit
FBFU Flash Bulb Firing Unit

Figure 3: lustrumenut schematic diagram.
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Parameters selected to characterise the deflagrating shell were; expansion rate,
fragment velocity, times to case splitting and to reaction from the nose and

reaction raic of the tilling. Measured values for experiments with 105 mm shell
with the nose end plugged and unplugged are given in Table 1. The times
listed in Table I are from the EBW firing pulse. The times from jet entry into
the Composition B filling to the events in Table 1 are 55 lis less than these
values; this is the time estimated for the functioning of the shaped charge
device and for the jet to travel across the standoff distance and penetrate
through the base of the snell. Deflagration commencement was assumed to
coincide with jet entry into the filling. Note that a major limit on the accuracy
of the times is the interframe time of about 25 ps. Products escaping from the
fracturing case eventually obscured the image and this limited the extent of the
measurements.

Figures 4 (a) and (b) show a film sequence of deflagrating plugged and
unplugged shell respectively. The jet deflagration device was fired from the top
of the picture. The baffle around the shaped charge prevents the detonation
products from the shaped charge device obscuring the view of the shell. This is
followed a few frames later by products escaping from the fracturing case in the
region of the driving band and from the unplugged nose in Shot 2. The first
sign of the products from case fracture was taken as the onset of case break-up.

Table I data show there is variability in the relative occurrence of the events;
for example, for the two unplugged rounds light emission from the nose in
Shot 2 appears at a similar time to case fracture but precedes case fracture in
Shot 1.

Table 1: Characteristics of the controlled deflagration of Compoion B filled 105 mm
shell

Time from the Detonator Pulse Deflagration Propagation Estimated

to Event Velocity Maximum Initial

Shell 
Expansion Fragment

-.. . . .... . . ... .. . . Velocity Velocirs
Configuration Inihal Products Image From Case Calculated km/s km/s

Case from Obscured
Fratur Nse tS Expansion Data kin/sFracture Nose Pas kkmn/s

Ps us

Unplugged *Pt 1, 0.24 Pt 1,012

SHOT 1 440 310 490 2 3 2.5 Pt 2, 030 Pt 2.0 15

P 3, 0.35 Pt 3, 0 17

Unplugged Pt 1.0.22 Pt 1.0 12

SHOT 2 460 460 530 2.5 25 Pt 2., 36 Pt 2, 018

Pt 3, 0.22 Pt 3,0.11

Plugged Pt 1, 0.12 Cbsured by

"HOr 3 340 470 440 - 25 Pt 2. 008 Products

Pt 3, 0.20 0 1 (see text)

Plugged

SHOT 4 320 450 370 - 2.5 Obscured by products

Plugged Pt 1. 0.39 Pt 1. 0.20

SHOT 5 320 490 510 2.2 2.5 Pt 2. 0 25 Pt 1. 0. 12

Pt 3, 196 Pt 3, 098

Pt represents Points as shown in Figure 6.
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(a) r

ii

(b)

Figure 4: Prints of the camera records showing deflagrating (a) plugged and
(b) unplugged 105 mm shell.
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Graphical representation of the shell expansion data measured from the
camera records is shown in Figures 5 (a) and (b). The diameter of the
expanding shell was measured at three points, see Figure 6. The first point was
120 mm from the base, just below the driving band. The second point was
180 mm from the base near the centre of the shell and the third point was
240 mm from the base, near the fuze cavity. For the unplugged shell in
Figure 5 (a) the onset of expansion at points 1, 2 and 3 was 286 us, 312 us and
338 ps respectively from the EBW firing pulse. This corresponds to a velocity
of 2.3 km/s down the shell and compares with a calculated mean penetration
velocity through the length of the filling of 2.5 km/s. The data from Figure 5
(b) follows a similar trend. The data from Shots 1 and 2 in Table 1 suggests.
that the deflagration swept through the explosive filling before case breakup.
Shell expansion prior to breakup was about 30% of the initial diameter
(i.e. 15 mm increase in the shell radius).

Within the limitations of experimental error in the measurements in Table I
caused by the interframe time of about 25 ps, the time to initial case fracture for
both the plugged and unplugged rounds and the times to product emission
from the nose for the plugged rounds are reasonably consistent. Thus it can be
assumed with reasonable confidence that initial case fracture occurred earlier
for the plugged than the unplugged rounds suggesting that product pressure
build-up may have influenced the process. This in turn influences the
interpretation of the case expansion data in terms of the deflagration velocity in
the explosive filling. This matter is discussed in more detail in reference 17.

The variations in the times for product emission from the shell nose for the
unplugged rounds (Shots I and 2, Table 1) may be related to the fit between the
shell nose and witness block. A gap will allow prompt product emission and
detection whereas a tight fit may not. The lack of such a gap may explain why
the time for Shot 2 is similar to that for the plugged rounds. Also we note that
there is no indication on any of the films that the deflagration process causes
the shell to shift its position which would be expected to produce a path for
product emission from between the nose and witness block. Further discussion
on these observations is given in reference 17.

Image obscuration times in Table I do not appear to be reproducible and this
may be at least partly due to the less predictable manner in which direction the
products will escape from the splitting case and expand across the camera field
of view.

The estimated velocities of fragments given in Table 1 are taken as half the
final expansion velocity. On this basis both the unplugged rounds gave values
within the 110 to 180 m/s range. In contrast fragments from detonating
Composition B 105 mm shell have velocities of about 1.1 km/s [181. Estimates
for points I and 2 for Shot 3 and all three points in Shot 4 (the plugged rounds)
were not obtained since product obsuration occurred early in the shell
expansion process. Comparison of the da'ta for point 3 in Shot 3 to the
corresponding curves in Figures 5 (a) and (b) suggest the estimated value
(100 m/s) may be low due to product obscuration. Even so the value is close to
the lower range of the values for the unplugged shell.

17
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120 mm

180 mm

240 mm

400 mm

Figure 6: Points at which measurements of the shell diameter were made.

4.2 Identification of Deflagration to Detonation
Transitions

The confinement presented by thick cased munitions such as the 105 mm shell
(munition waist thickness 10 mm) encourages deflagration to detonation
transitions (DDT) by holding partly reacting explosive fillings together. This
occurred for example when subcritical shaped charge jets were fired through

part of a Composition B filling in a 105 mm shell [19].

19
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We have used high speed rotating prism photography to identify this process.

Figure 7 shows the camera record of a Composition B 105 mm shell undergoing
a DDT. Note the rapid belling out of the case at the nose immediately prior to
being obscured by reaction products. In the plot in Figure 8 case expansion for
Shot 5 at points 1 and 2 (see Figure 6) shows similar behaviour to that for Shots
1 and 4 and this is supported by the various event times for Shot 5 given in
Table 1, i.e. deflagration reaction is occurring. However, point 3 for shot 5 in
Figure 8 produced an estimated fragment velocity of 0.98 km/s (see Table 1)
which is similar to the value of 1 km/s recorded from this part of the shell for a
detonating Composition B filled 105 mm shell [18]. The conclusion that a DDT
occurred is supported by the indentation produced in the witness block under
the nose.

The reasons why a DDT occurred in Shot 5 are not clear. One possibility is
that the shaped charge produced a poor quality jet that failed to completely
penetrate the filling leaving heavily confined, vigorously reacting explosive.

I ,

Figure 7: Print of a section of the camera record showing the expansion of a 105 mm

shell undergoing a deflagration to detonation transition.
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Figure 8: Plot of 105 mm shell diameter against time from the EBW firing pulse.

5. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that rotating prism high speed photography when run
at framing rates near the upper limit of its range (i.e. 35 000 to 40 000 frames
per second) can be used to characterise the deflagration of munitions.
Parameters determined by this method included case expansion rate, initial
fragment velocity, time to case burst, time to reaction from the nose end and the
deflagration rate of the filling. The method was also able to identify the
occurrence of a deflagration to detonation transition. Obscuration of the
munition by products escaping from the fracturing case limited the extent of the
measurements.
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